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A little girl comes to live in his uncle's lonely house and discovers a boy, her
handicapped cousin and a mystery of a locked garden.
When life is hard, really hard, we often spend all our time pleading, begging,
yelling, refusing, and questioning. While none of these things are necessarily
unusual, they are missing the ultimate point. When life is hard, when things get
ugly, when all hope seems to be lost… that is when we are able to display the
superiority of the life lived in God. It is in those moments of despair, when we
question what is happening, when we don’t know what to do, when some trials
never seem to end, that we can lean most heavily on God’s promises and truths.
Working his way through five questions we've all had run through our heads,
trusted pastor James MacDonald helps us understand what we should do now.
We begin the journey by looking at different types of "trials", figuring out exactly
what we're dealing with, and recognizing that God certainly knows. Second, the
obvious question: "Why?" God sees us going through trials and we long for two
things: for them to be over and to know why they happened in the first place.
Next, we need to know what to do with these trials when they come (and they will
most certainly come). Fourth, we have all wondered it, can trials be refused? Are
God's purposes really being fulfilled in the midst of this trying time? And lastly,
God reveals Himself to us through these trials. . . and sometimes, they just don't
ever end. Why doesn't this trial go away? God told us to expect trials—don’t be
surprised when they come. Grow when they come. Find hope when they come.
I REALLY want to change. Do you? Are you truly serious about allowing the
power of God to transform your life? If you are, then prepare yourself for an
incredible, life-changing experience. Change is difficult, but it's made even harder
without practical guidance on how to do it. You will find that guidance in I Really
Want to Change ... So, Help Me God. James MacDonald is serious about the
business of change according to God's Word. While many tell us that we should
change and be more like Christ, MacDonald actually teaches us how to do it.I
Really Want to Change ... So, Help Me God is split into three sections as the
model for approaching change: The Preparation for Change: choosing the right
method and partnering with God to select the areas in need of change in your
life. The Process of Change: exploring the biblical method of saying 'no' to sinful
patterns and 'yes' to the things God desires for you. The Power to Change:
explaining how to experience the power of God personally and continuously.This
is a book about a different you. There are no warm fuzzies within these pages.
Rather, MacDonald is a direct, to-the-point pastor with a heart for seeing lives
completely transformed by the truth of the Gospel. If you're serious about
changing your life, I Really Want to Change ... So, Help Me God is just what you
need.
Follow bestselling author, speaker, and pastor James MacDonald as he delivers
the biblical hope of God’s promises in the midst of life’s storms. 2 Peter 1:3
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refers to certain portions of God’s Word as exceedingly great and precious
promises. Great promises are ones that don’t fall apart during difficult times; they
reveal hope in the midst of the storm. Precious promises are ones that we find
strong enough to hold us up and resilient enough to get us through. God’s
promises become exceedingly great and precious to us when nothing else will
do. By way of digging into the theology of God’s Promises, Pastor James
uncovers 5 major categories of promise in the Bible and the 5 areas about which
God repeatedly makes promises. From what to do with fear and doubt to God’s
goodness, help, and victory—the Bible has much to say about God’s presence in
our difficulty. Last year, Pastor James released When Life is Hard to point you
toward hope in the midst of trials. Now, Always True will point you to God’s
promises, which are always true.
12????????????????????????,????????,???????????,???????????????,?????,??
,???????????......
This book teaches you the right attitudes to have to overcome the devil. It will
teach you how to have bold, aggressive persistent attitudes. Attitudes that will not
give up or give in spite of what you are facing. It is a book that teaches the
attitudes I used to recover from a heart attack I had in 2006. It also teaches the
attitudes I used to recover the purpose the Lord has for my life.
In this six-session study, Pastor James MacDonald will challenge you to take
hold of your God-given role. Through video teaching, group discussion, and
personal Bible study, he will urge you to live out Paul's instruction in 1
Corinthians 16:13-14.
HOW TO BECOME THE CHRISTIAN YOU REALLY WANT TO BE Evelyn
Christenson writes, "I have discovered through the years that surprising things
happen when I pray, 'Lord, change me--don't change my husband, don't change
my children, don't change my pastor, change me!, . . . More and more the fact
comes into focus that they, and not I, are responsible before God for their
actions. But I am responsible for the changes that need to be made in me."
Eveyn's fourteen-month spiritual adventure in learning how God changes people
became the exciting story of this book. First published in 1977, "Lord, Change
Me!" has surpassed one million copies in print and continues to help a new
generation of Christian women--and men--experience the spiritual transformation
God commands in Romans 12:2. "Lord, Change Me!" outlines seven methods of
real, inside-out change as well as ways to check to be sure it is God who is doing
the changing. And woven throughout are Evelyn's wonderfully transparent
accounts of how God aught her and her loved ones these nuggets of truth. and
nbsp;
"This a revised edition of the book previously title I really want to change-- so help me,
God."--T.p. verso.
The classical English story of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight in Traditional Chinese.
Has hypocrisy crept into your life? It doesn’t just happen overnight. Drifting into
hypocrisy is a long, drawn-out journey away from God’s will for your life and toward a
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two-faced existence. How do you know when your inner self has deteriorated, when
you've become an expert at presenting a faithful-looking facade? Hold up the mirror of
God's Word and take a good look. Acting like a Christian and saying all the right words
sometimes leads to nothing more than empty piety. If you want to live that vibrant life, if
you want to be truly blessed, you must get after the disciplines of genuine faith. Follow
along with Pastor James MacDonald on the road toward Truth and explore the
disciplines of personal Bible study, personal prayer, fasting, fellowship, and service for
Christ. Become the real deal. Be authentic.
??????????????????????????????????,???????,??????????......?????????,??????????
???????,???????,??????????????,?????????????????,??????????
There is hope for the attitudinally challenged. In this study, James MacDonald shows
how you can lead others (and even yourself) out of attitudes God hates and into those
He honors.
With the power of God your family can be totally transformed!For anyone who's serious
about improving the quality of their family life, Seven Words to Change Your Family
gives hard-hitting practical guidance on how to make it happen. In his captivating and
contemporary style, Pastor James MacDonald will challenge readers to avoid
devastating complacency and become proactive in loving their families. Whether it's
learning to speak words of blessing, extend forgiveness, or be faithfully committed,
families will be transformed by the step-by-step realistic plan laid out in this excellent
resource.
Equip believers to bring wanderers back to Jesus and the church.
????????????????? ????????? ???????????? ???????????????1945???????50???????
??????????????1990-1999? ???????????? ???????????1923-2005? ????????
??????????20?????????? ???????????????????? ????????????????????????
??????????????????????????? ???? ???????????????????????????????????????
??????????????? ????????????????????????????? ???
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????…… ??? ????????????????????Ba’alzev
uv??????????Baal???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????? ?????? ???????
????????????????????????????????? ?????????19??????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????
??????????????????????????????????????? ???????? ???????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????
??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ?? ?? ?? ??? ??? ???? ??? ??? ??? ????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????? ????? ????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
Man up; it’s the best thing you can do for others—and yourself Men are so busy doing
so many different things; when not working, their free time is often full of the trivial or
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sinful. But what society and church so desperately need are men who embrace all that
God created them to be, who long to follow God without limits and meet the needs of
those around them without hesitation. To get there, we need what Pastor James
MacDonald calls “radical surgery”—a deep, probing exploration and reparation of all
that it means to be a man. In his definitive, bold voice, MacDonald calls men to be
watchful, firm in their faith, strong, and loving. This isn’t a call for bravado and bluster.
It’s a call for men to mix tender and tough, to be humble, to follow Jesus. It is a call to
be leaders, men of God, husbands who are present and caring and strong. It is straight
talk—no posturing or posing or beating around the bush—inviting men to redemption and
restoration in their manhood. Read Act Like Men and take bold steps toward being all
that God designed you to be.
Think Differently Bible Study Book includes 10 small-group sessions, 10 weeks of
personal Bible study, applicable Scripture, -How to Use This Study, - and tips for
leading a group. Why do we lose our temper? Why do we tend to hurt those we care for
most? How do families find themselves broken? The reason is often the way we think.
Beyond behaviors and deeper than attitudes, thinking determines outcome more than
anything else. The Book of Romans challenges us to be no longer conformed to the
patterns of the world but rather to be transformed by the renewing of our minds. So
much of what we are missing in life is associated with the way we process events in the
world around us, draw conclusions about our circumstances, and act out of conclusions
uninformed by the truth of Jesus and the gospel. In a world constantly bombarded by
the fictions of a self-absorbed culture, managing our thinking becomes an even trickier
proposition. If you repeatedly find yourself in places where you don't want to go, it's
your thinking that's leading you there. This 10-session Bible study by James
MacDonald identifies strongholds, examines how they came to be, and offers believers
a biblical path toward repentance and the renewing of their minds. God offers our only
hope for victory over disposition, dysfunction, double-mindedness, and every other
mental stronghold. With Him we can think differently. Session Topics: 1. Introduction 2.
Destroying the Strongholds of Your Disposition 3. Destroying the Strongholds of Your
Family Dysfunction, Part 1 4. Destroying the Strongholds of Your Family Dysfunction,
Part 2 5. Ending Double-Mindedness 6. Destroying Manufactured Strongholds 7. When
Strongholds Crumble 8. Repentance 9. When You Fail to Think Differently 10.
Renewing Your Mind Features: - Biblically rooted and gospel-centered - Individual
study opportunities for ongoing spiritual growth Benefits: - Identify and address the
strongholds in your life. - Overcome the strongholds that result from family values and
systems. - Learn how to avoid double-mindedness and indecisiveness. - Learn how to
replace strongholds and long-held conclusions with biblical truth. - Discover biblical
paths to repentance. - Overcome the disorientation encountered along life's journey to
find hope in God's sovereignty. - Adopt strategies for thinking differently from a
renewed, Christ-centered perspective.
Are you truly serious about allowing the power of God to transform your life? If you are,
then prepare yourself for an incredible, life-changing experience. Change is difficult, but
it's made even harder without practical guidance on how to do it. You will find that
guidance in Lord, Change Me Now. James MacDonald is serious about the business of
change according to God's Word. While many tell us that we should change and be
more like Christ, MacDonald actually teaches us how to do it. Lord, Change Me Now is
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split into three sections as the model for approaching change: The Preparation for
Change: choosing the right method and partnering with God to select the areas in need
of change in your life. The Process of Change: exploring the biblical method of saying
'no' to sinful patterns and 'yes' to the things God desires for you. The Power to Change:
explaining how to experience the power of God personally and continuously. This is a
book about a different you. There are no warm fuzzies within these pages. Rather,
MacDonald is a direct, to-the-point pastor with a heart for seeing lives completely
transformed by the truth of the Gospel. If you're serious about changing your life, this
book is just what you need.
What does God think about attitudes? This updated study from James MacDonald uses
examples from the Israelites' journey out of Egypt to show that attitudes can affect
whether someone stays in the wilderness or enjoys the blessings of the promised land.
Learn how you can put off attitudes God hates and put on those He honors: - from
complaining to thankfulness - from coveting to contentment - from criticizing to love from doubting to faith - from rebellion to submission Lord, Change My Attitude Bible
Study Book is a powerful combination of in-depth Bible study and real-life application. It
includes case studies, prayers, and examples of good and bad attitudes from both
testaments that believers can apply in their own lives to develop better attitudes.
Features: - Biblically rooted and gospel-centered - Group and personal components Individual study opportunities for ongoing spiritual growth Benefits: - See that attitudes
are simply patterns of thinking that can be changed. - Identify attitudes that dishonor
God, disrupt your fellowship with Him, and hinder your spiritual growth. - Learn how to
replace destructive attitudes with God-pleasing ones. - Apply biblical teachings about
redemptive attitudes that can move you from stagnancy to life-changing growth in your
walk with the Lord.
When was the last time you were really and truly gripped by God's greatness? Most
Christians recall heartfelt resolutions around a fire at bible camp as children, and
perhaps a revival meeting or two. But what causes the fervor of those experiences to
translate into a consistent life pattern? Pastor and author James MacDonald believes
that the better we understand God, the better we understand ourselves, and the less
likely we are to favor our own will over God's. He writes:'God is not safe and He will not
be squeezed into some neat, respectable Sunday discussion..No. To Know God at all is
to watch Him explode any box we put Him in with His terror, majesty and indescribable
wonder.'Expounding upon Isaiah's encounters with God, MacDonald prods snoozing
saints to rediscover the wonder of God's attributes. He also shares candidly from his
experiences in life and ministry where God proved Himself to be the Great I AM. This
book will spur new and seasoned believers alike to detest mediocrity in their spiritual
walks. Ideal for individual or small group study.
What does God think about attitudes? This updated study from James MacDonald uses
examples from the Israelites' journey out of Egypt to show that attitudes can affect
whether someone stays in the wilderness or enjoys the blessings of the promised land.
Learn how you can put off attitudes God hates and put on those He honors: - from
complaining to thankfulness - from coveting to contentment - from criticizing to love from doubting to faith - from rebellion to submission Lord, Change My Attitude Leader
Kit includes a Bible Study Book, five DVDs with a promotional video and teaching
sessions featuring the author, and the original book on which the study is based.
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Features: - Revised video sessions with new teaching from James MacDonald Biblically rooted and gospel-centered - 10-week Bible Study Book with group and
personal components - Individual study opportunities for ongoing spiritual growth Promotional video - Leader Kit and Bible Study Book updated and redesigned for ease
of use Benefits: - See that attitudes are simply patterns of thinking that can be changed.
- Identify attitudes that dishonor God, disrupt your fellowship with Him, and hinder your
spiritual growth. - Learn how to replace destructive attitudes with God-pleasing ones. Apply biblical teachings about redemptive attitudes that can move you from stagnancy
to life-changing growth in your walk with the Lord.
Apply truths from Scripture to start moving forward and break free from common
struggles like depression, marital problems, sexual sin, fear, and negativity.
First Place 4 Health has helped tens of thousands of people lose weight and bring
balance to the four core areas of their lives: physical, mental, emotional and spiritual. In
this new title from Carole Lewis, First Place 4 Health’s national director, readers are
challenged to “give God a year” to change them from the inside out. Change will
happen over the course of 12 months, but the right changes only happen when we set
the right goals and take the right steps to achieve them. Written with Carole’s signature
warmth and humor, the book invites readers to dream big about the changes they long
for in their lives and then offers practical, biblical, step by step guidance for how to see
those dreams made into reality. In a culture of “right now,” a year may seem like an
eternity. A year in the hands of God, however, means change that will last eternally.

This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part
of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced
from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most
of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the
world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the
United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States,
you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate)
has a copyright on the body of the work.As a reproduction of a historical artifact,
this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc.
Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
???????????????????????,?????401?,???????????????.??????????,???????,???
?????????.????,???????????,???????,????????????.
??????????????????????.
A bestseller since 2001, Lord, Change My Attitude Before It's Too Late is classic
James MacDonald: bold, practical, and communciated in a way designed to set
readers free from the negativity that erodes happiness. This new revision now
includes study application questions in each chapter to help readers identify the
attitudes of the heart that need change in order for God's abundance to flow.
While patterns of thinking won't always change overnight, Pastor MacDonald
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shows readers how to begin to recognize wrong attitudes and work on replacing
them with the right ones.
Change your attitude, change your life. We're very good at explaining why we're
unhappy: bad job, bad relationships, bad luck. But there's probably a better
reason: bad attitudes. In Lord, Change My Attitude, James MacDonald shows us
just how much our attitudes affect our lives. One of his bestsellers, this book is
classic James: It's clear, it's inspiring, and it packs a punch. Drawing from the
experience of the Israelites who grumbled through the wilderness, MacDonald
shows how bad attitudes rob us of joy. Coveting, complaining, and being critical
are not what our hearts were made for. They were made for thankfulness,
contentment, and love. Is your heart straining under the weight of a bad attitude?
Don't read this book if you're looking for a quick fix. Don't read this book if you're
unwilling to change. Read it if you're ready for a serious, inside-out attitude
adjustment.
Enjoy these SAMPLE pages from Authentic- Has hypocrisy crept into your life? It
doesn't just happen overnight. Drifting into hypocrisy is a long, drawn-out journey
away from God's best for your life and toward a two-faced existence. How do you
know when your inner self has deteriorated when you've become an expert at
presenting a faithful-looking facade? Hold up the mirror of God's word and take a
good look. Acting like a Christian and saying all the right words sometimes leads
to nothing more than empty piety. If you want to live that vibrant life, if you want
to be truly blessed, you must get after the disciplines of genuine faith. Follow
along with Pastor James MacDonald on the road toward Truth and explore the
disciplines of personal Bible study, personal prayer, fasting, fellowship, and
service for Christ. Become the real deal. Be authentic.
Enjoy these SAMPLE pages from Lord, Change Me- Are you truly serious about
allowing the power of God to transform your life? If you are, then prepare yourself
for an incredible, life-changing experience. Change is difficult, but it's made even
harder without practical guidance on how to do it. You will find that guidance in
Lord, Change Me. James MacDonald is serious about the business of change
according to God's Word. While many tell us that we should change and be more
like Christ, MacDonald actually teaches us how to do it. Lord, Change Me is split
into three sections as the model for approaching change: The Preparation for
Change: choosing the right method and partnering with God to select the areas in
need of change in your life. The Process of Change: exploring the biblical method
of saying 'no' to sinful patterns and 'yes' to the things God desires for you. The
Power to Change: explaining how to experience the power of God personally and
continuously. This is a book about a different you. There are no warm fuzzies
within these pages. Rather, MacDonald is a direct, to-the-point pastor with a
heart for seeing lives completely transformed by the truth of the Gospel. If you're
serious about changing your life, this book is just what you need.
Lord, Change My AttitudeBefore It's Too LateMoody Publishers
???????90?????·????????????????????,?2018????????????,???????.??????????,??????????
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???????????????,?????.????????????,????????????????.??????????????,?????????????????
???????.
?????????????????,?????????????????????????????,??????????????????????????????????
????????????????????
?????????????????????,???????????,??????????,??????????????????????????????,???????
???????????????????,???????????,????????,?24?????????????????????????????,?????????
????,????????.
Distressed by statistics showing little or no difference between the lifestyles of professing
Christians and non-believers, a pastor presents a five-point outline that charts the pathway to
personal revival, based on his popular annual Pastors Conference. 22,500 first printing.
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